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St. Martin's Paperbacks, 2010. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition.
A+ Customer Service! Summary: ROGUE IN MY ARMS"Bradley doesn't disappoint with the second in
her Runaway Brides trilogy, which is certain to have readers laughing and crying. Her characters
leap off the page, especially little three year old Melody, the precocious "heroine," and her three
fathers. There's passion, adventure, non-stop action and secrets that make the pages fly by." --
Romantic Times BOOKreviews (4 1/2 stars, Top Pick!)"When it comes to crafting fairy talelike,
wonderfully escapist historicals, Bradley is unrivaled, and the second addition to her Runaway
Brides trilogy cleverly blends madcap adventure and sexy romance."--BooklistDEVIL IN MY
BED"From its unconventional prologue to its superb conclusion, every page of the first in Bradley's
Runaway Brides series is perfection and joy. Tinged with humor that never overshadows the
poignancy and peopled with remarkable characters (especially the precocious Melody) who will
steal your heart, this one's a keeper." --Romantic Times BOOKreviews"Laughter, tears, drama,
suspense, and a heartily deserved happily-ever-after." All About RomanceDUKE MOST
WANTED"Passionate and utterly memorable. Witty dialogue and fantastic imagery round out a
novel that is a must have for any Celeste Bradley fan."Romance Junkies"A marvelous, delightful,...
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ReviewsReviews

It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and
dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schmeler-- Doyle Schmeler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin
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